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New collaborative research programme

The EUI Widening Europe Programme: fostering collaboration and innovation across Europe

More on EUI-Widening countries projects
More on EUI-Widening countries projects


















Research at the EUI
Interdisciplinary, international, innovative.
We ask fundamental questions about human society and investigate complex, real-world problems.
Intellectual creativity and debate thrive at the EUI through collaborative projects, workshops and webinars, conferences and outreach events, and summer schools and executive training.
Our research embraces interdisciplinary, comparative or contextual approaches, and many of our initiatives have a specifically European perspective.












Creative collaborations, vital impacts

Explore our projects, working groups and Interdisciplinary Research Clusters

Visit the research hub










Latest publications

Updated 8 March 2024

EUI scholars produce over 1,000 publications each year, offering insights into complex, real-world problems and fundamental questions about human society. Our repository holds refereed articles and books, reports and datasets.

Explore the full collection
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Article

The enlargement of international organizations

EU reforms to strengthen members’ self-discipline and multilateral surveillance have helped it resist expansion pressures beyond optimal size, a fate already predicted by club theory.


ANGHEL, Veronica; JONES, Erik 
2024


Read more
The enlargement of international organizations
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Working paper

The alternative Bretton Woods: the 1944 International Business Conference in Rye and the postwar international economic order

Highlights the overlooked role of non-state actors in the 1944 Rye International Business Conference, examining diverse post-war visions and impact on global capitalism and colonial supremacy.


DAVID, Thomas; SAMPAIO, Guilherme Martins Rodrigues 
2024


Read more
The alternative Bretton Woods: the 1944 International Business Conference in Rye and the postwar international economic order
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Book

Environmental liability and the interplay between EU law and international law

This book offers a comparative analysis and insights for legal academics, researchers, and practitioners exploring the interaction between EU and international law in environmental liability. 


ORLANDO, Emanuela 
2023


Read more
Environmental liability and the interplay between EU law and international law
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Technical Report

Six months in exile: a new life of Russian emigrants

OutRush monitors changes in the movements, attitudes and plans of Russian emigrants who left after 24 February 2022 and now reside in more than 60 countries.


KAMALOV, Emil; SERGEEVA, Ivetta; ZAVADSKAYA, Margarita; KOSTENKO, Veronica 
2023


Read more
Six months in exile: a new life of Russian emigrants
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Research article

Watering down the wine: European Union regulation of violent right-wing extremism content and the securitisation of new online spaces

Explores EU framing of violent right-wing extremism over time, tracking both a dilution of the concept to gain member state consensus and an expansion of its scope to include online.


FLONK, Danielle; McNEIL-WILLSON, Richard 
2023


Read more
Watering down the wine: European Union regulation of violent right-wing extremism content and the securitisation of new online spaces
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Research article

Roads, rails, and checkpoints: assessing the permeability of nation-state borders worldwide

Explores how transport infrastructure (paths, roads, railroads, ferries) together with political checkpoints can be used as valuable indicators for the permeability of borders worldwide.


DEUTSCHMANN, Emanuel; GABRIELLI, Lorenzo; RECCHI, Ettore 
2023


Read more
Roads, rails, and checkpoints: assessing the permeability of nation-state borders worldwide
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Meet the EUI women in economics

On the occasion of International Women's Day, we present four esteemed professors at the EUI Department of Economics, with short interviews on their research, their careers, and their experiences at Villa La Fonte.

Read more
Meet the EUI women in economics




















Newly released: A database to explore and improve communication on migration

On 4 March 2024 the Migration Policy Centre launched the Migration Communication Campaigns Database, a tool to support those who work on migration, as well as communicators and the press.

Read more
Newly released: A database to explore and improve communication on migration














The man who lived at the end of history: Nicolas Guilhot on Ernesto de Martino

In an interview, EUI History Professor Nicolas Guilhot delves into his essay 'The man who lived at the end of history' published in The New Statesman, on Ernesto de Martino's life and work.

Read more
The man who lived at the end of history: Nicolas Guilhot on Ernesto de Martino














Online exhibit at the HAEU focuses on modernization and environment

‘Environing Modernization: Exploring the photographic collection of the European Investment Bank’ is a digital history project that draws on archival photographs preserved in the fonds of the European Investment Bank.

Read more
Online exhibit at the HAEU focuses on modernization and environment
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Research at the Robert Schuman Centre


We conduct basic and applied research to address real-world problems. The Robert Schuman Centre for Advanced Studies has 9 programmes on themes from energy regulation to migration, to media pluralism to global governance. See video playlists below.

Read more
Research at the Robert Schuman Centre
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EUI’s Research Repository


Publications and research data produced by the EUI’s scholarly community include special thematic collections and over 3,000 EUI theses. 

Read more
EUI’s Research Repository
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EUI’s Research Blog – EUIdeas


Explore evidence-driven contributions from EUI scholars on a wide range social, political, legal, and economic issues.
See special collections on Black History Month and on war in Ukraine.


Read more
EUI’s Research Blog – EUIdeas
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Interdisciplinary Research Clusters


Cross-campus interdisciplinary research that focuses on six interrelated themes of high societal interest: Democracy, Environment, Inequality, Digital Transformations, the Crisis of Expertise, and Finance and Society.

Read more
Interdisciplinary Research Clusters
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Dean of Research


"The EUI hosts a world-class and international research community, and we strive to develop and nurture its full potential to bridge theoretical and applied research with the world of practice and policy."

Read more
Dean of Research
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Research Support


We coordinate, systematise and broaden high-quality support for EUI faculty and researchers. Consult our pages for resources on the planning and grantseeking phase, collaboration across campus, or the reporting and dissemination of research results.

Read more
Research Support























Department research profiles



Excellent research is at the heart of all postgraduate training. 
Explore the research profile of the EUI's four PhD-granting departments and discover how our work is shifting the knowledge frontier in the social sciences and informing policy worldwide.
	Research at the Department of Economics

	Research at the Department of History

	Research at the Department of Law 

	Research at the Department of Political and Social Sciences











More research at the EUI


	La Fonte, economics research blog
	Recent PhD and Masters theses
	Russia’s invasion of Ukraine
	Covid-19 knowledge hub
	Video playlist: Schuman Shelf (new publications)
	Video playlist: Schuman Shorts (research in a nutshell)


















EUI Newsletter

Stay up to date!



Analyses and commentary on social, political, legal, and economic issues from the Institute's academic community.


Subscribe







Follow European University Institute:





European University Institute on X





European University Institute on Facebook





European University Institute on Linkedin





European University Institute on Youtube





European University Institute on Instagram
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Funded by the European Union. Views and opinions expressed are however those of the author(s) only and do not necessarily reflect those of the European Union or the European Education and Culture Executive Agency (EACEA). Neither the European Union nor EACEA can be held responsible for them.
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